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In order to continue to use our website, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Also known as data search, find materials and properties of information from technical links. The previous next additional problem is 1: 3-D scenic two objects are shown with marked surfaces. Identify these surfaces on appropriate 2-D orthographic
projections. Broken circles and leaders point to hidden surfaces and edges. Which letter (surface identification on 3-D isometric) corresponds to what number (surface identification on 2-D orthographic projection)? Which letter (surface identification on 3-D isometric) corresponds to what number (surface identification on 2-D orthographic projection)? Additional Problem 2: Sketch
the front, top and right sides of the next object views. Use the grid provided in the book. After completing the job, click on the image to reveal the solution. Additional Problem 3: Sketch the front, top and right sides of the next object views. Use the grid provided in the book. After completing the job, click on the image to reveal the solution. Additional Problem 4: Sketch the front, top
and right sides of the next object. Use the grid provided in the book. After completing the job, click on the image to reveal the solution. Previous Next In order to continue to use our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. If you've ever wondered what a retographic drawing is (also called a rethographic projection) and never
thought about it, you've come to the right place! The retographic pattern is very different from the isometric pattern, but they are related! I'll explain what's next below. What is a retoographical picture? A retoographical pattern or orthographic projection is an image of a three-dimensional object using several two-dimensional planes. You can use a retographic drawing to better see
objects in 3D, or plan a complex object or environment! There are a few more things you need to know about the retographic picture, so let's talk about them. Why are retoographical drawings important? Rethographic drawings are important for artists to better see the objects you draw in 3D space. This will not only help you do this, but also allows other people who are interested
in drawing this object to know all the features of the object from any angle. Think of it as a drawing of the object you're drawing! Or imagine that you are trying to describe a beautiful table to someone. It's easier if you just take a few photos from every angle and show it to them right? It would be something close to a retographic projection. Retographic projections are also very
important for use in cartography (where the plane is projected into the globe) and Chart. This greatly simplifies the correct measurement than, for example, the use of isometric projections (which we are talking about below) instead. When using other types of projection, we tend to use perspective, which makes the overall picture unsuitable for the correct measurement of the
object. 6 Views of orthographic projection there are 6 views of orthographic projection, but mostly there are only use three of them. The three main species used in retographic projection/drawing are the front, side, and plan (above) view. With just these 3 views, you can already have a very clear idea of how the object looks, and you can detail it pretty well if you try to build a 3D
version of it. But like I said, there are actually 6 different kinds of retographic projection, and this: Upper View (plan)Lower ViewBack ViewRight Side ViewLeft Side View With these 6 different views, you can create a super detailed 3D object, since all the corners are covered. Artists should simply use 3 retographic projections if all 3 of these points are correct: both sides of the
object are symmetrical. This means that you don't need to divide them into right and left. The bottom does not matter to the product or equals the top (plan) of the object. If the bottom part is not used (either on the product or on the final isometric picture), you may miss this view. The same is true if the bottom and top of the object are equally designed, since you already have a top
view drawn, it would be a waste of time to draw it again for the lower view. The front and back of the object are the same. Basically the same as before, if they are the same there is no point in drawing the same look twice. Okay, it's not exactly the same look, but the pattern will be the same. You get the point. An example of the 6 View Orthographic Projection, made Flight-
Mechanic.com Above, can be seen as an example of the 6th survey map projection made by flight-mechanic.com! Hope the image clarifies this better for you. This is one of the most pointy orthographic drawings that can be designed, as it covers every little thing on all sides. Retographic drawing and isometric differences in drawing, despite the fact that the retographic pattern and
isometric pattern are very correlated, there are several major differences between them. In fact, the main difference is that the retography is a two-dimensional representation of an object with all the views it presents. And an isometric pattern is a three-dimensional representation of the same object. Since we draw on paper, we can't make it 3D, so we call it an isometric pattern.
The isometric view is on the left, and the retoographical view is a 2D plane, broken into separate parts, right and bottom. As you can see with the image above, there is quite a difference between an isometric view and a retographic view, but you can create one from the other! It's also quite useful To better place your objects and environment properly with all the details, in different
drawings. Retographic drawing Now that you know all about what a retograph drawing or projection is and why it's important, I'll show you some examples of orthographic drawings that you can study! Feel free to copy them in practice and improve your work. Harley Davidson FS2 Blueprint by drawing a database Almost all motorcycles and cars have regraphic projections, because
these are drawings for the actual fully built vehicle! Ford V3000S Blueprint on drawing database Even rings can be drawn retographically like this one! Any object can be drawn like this, just pick up something and draw it. M25 Tank Transporter Blueprint drawing database BMW No 4 2018 Blueprint by drawing database DFS 230 Blueprint drawing database How to draw a regraphic
picture is ready to start drawing their own retographic projections? Then let's do it. The process is very simple, here's what you need to do: Choose an object. It doesn't matter if it's a small object or a large object or vehicle, it's totally up to you! My recommendation is that you start with a small object with fewer details and then you can draw a larger retographic projection later. Take
a photo of your objects. This part is important to get right, you want to photograph your object in several different views without changing how far you are from it. Now, how many photos you want to take or how many views you want to make is entirely up to you. My recommendation is to just start with the 3 main views we talked about (Top, Side, and Front) and then move on to
more opinions as you get better. Draw the views! Now you just need to draw the views of the object! Try to draw them close together as examples that I have shown you above, so that you can keep the proportions right. Here's a funny example of photos taken on an object in 3 main views, and an object in the dlister86 izometric view on Instagram. Remember, it's all about practice
until you get it right! Your first few reographical drawings may not look much, but they will improve and the better the more you make them. Related questions How many views do you need for a retographic drawing or projection? As I said, in most cases 3 opinions are enough and are the most important ones to have. Front, side and plan. But there can be as many as 6 views to
make the retograph drawing more complete! What are the types of retographic projection? One type of orthographic projection is an accometric projection that is subdivided into an isometric projection (which we talked about earlier), a dimetry projection and a trimemic projection! Back to the blog also known as data search, find materials and properties of information from
technical links. You free preview pages from 7 to 12 are not displayed in this preview. You read free preview pages from 17 to 24 do not appear in this preview. Gods, Bitmap Brothers, 1991In this series we learn to draw 3D objects on 2D surfaces, a process known as graphic graphic If you have no idea what I'm talking about, you should read Part 1: Introduction.Here's the big
picture: Today we'll be looking at the bottom left corner, the top and side views that form a multi-species rethographic projection. MultiviewThe name multiview comes from a technical drawing where we describe an object from different perspectives, usually for design or construction/production purposes. It is used in architecture ... Nettleton 198 (Cape Town, South Africa), Stefan
Anthony Olmeshdahl Truen Architetcts (SAOTA), 2011, photos of Adam LetchBatmobile from Batman, Warner Bros., 1989 (left), X-wing fighter from Main Guide to Vehicles and Ships, Troy Vigil (illustrator), 1996 (right)... Manufactura... Morton M-42, Morton Aircraft Corporation, 1944 ... and even the development of the game. Character sheet Giant Ogre, Charochai Sue,
2012Werecat fisherman character leaf, Przemek 'Telmand' Gul, 2013A multi-view drawing includes up to 6 main species: 2 so-called plans (top and bottom), and 4 heights (left, right, front, rear). Building from Bomboholic, Tomasz Zagar (model) and Boris Vigec (texture), 2002Plan and height are two very common views in video games, and are also usually called top-to-bottom
and side view. They are easy to use because we don't have to care about the third dimension at all. Everything in the game can be described with 2 coordinates (x and y), simplifying storage and calculations (drawing, physics, artificial intelligence...). For example, collisions in 2D computing are much easier to work with than in 3D. Manic Miner, Matthew Smith, 1983 (left), Kikstart
2, Mr. Chip Software, 1987 (right) First, the games looked like the developers literally gave up the third dimension as we looked into a black void in the background. Donkey Kong, 1981 (left), Metroid, 1986 (right), NintendoEventually we got to see the details of the interior, indicating that we are still part of the 3D world, we are just looking at it from the outside. Doors can even allow
us to travel through the third dimension. Mega Man also known as Rockman, Capcom (left), Castlevania II: Simon's quest, Konami (right), 1987Dan Dare III - Escape, Probe Entertainment (left), Defenders of the Earth, Enigma Variations (right) 1990Y soon saw off-stage as well, with a lush background of fake vistas with more or less clever tricks. Agony, Art and Magic, 1992Jazz
Jackrabbit 2, Orange Games, 1998Shadow of the Beast, Reflections Interactive, 1989Side-view games began to look less flat, except for their gameplay and physics, which occurred almost exclusively in 2 dimensions. Projection PropertiesA is one of parallel projections, objects drawn with multiple projections retain size no matter where in space they are located. This means that
when a character moves around the scene, we draw the same image in a new location without having to zoom in on the sprite. Mario Bros., Nintendo, 1983The same to create works of art. Once we draw an object, we can move it freely around the canvas to match our composition. Stick to allows us to measure things in real life and transfer their dimensions directly to the image
using our scale. Let's say we choose 1 meter 25 pixels, 5×4 m room then translated into a rectangle of 125,100 pixels× DreamWeb, Creative Reality, 1994For most technical things you can find drawings on the Internet. Drawing cars, for example, a piece of cake, because you can easily find a link, scale it to the desired size, and draw directly over it. DreamWeb, Creative Reality,
1994James Bond: The Spy Who Loved Me, Kremlin, 1990Top Gear, Gremlin Graphics, 1992Ys can also shoot your own links if you can get perpendicular to the main plane of your object. Anything that is not on this plane will be distorted, so you have to account for it. The more narrow-angle lenses you use, the better (also refers to the use of optical zoom, which changes the
angle as well). Just like the dimensions and distances, all the angles you measure in real life directly convey to the image (again assuming that you are measuring them in the main plane). All surfaces that go straight to/away from the image degenerate into a line. For example, floors and side walls with eyes overlooking - it's just lines. Boxes become rectangles, spheres become
circles, cylinders become rectangles or circles, depending on which side you see. Mario pipes are just rectangles shaded, which means they are round. Super Mario Bros., Nintendo, 1985Sam with barrels and pipes in Batman.Batman: Movie, Ocean Software, 1989Cones become triangles, which is exactly how most of us draw pine trees. Don't forget that you can also have parts of
volumes. Half of the sphere becomes half a circle, the shaved cylinder becomes a shaved triangle (trapezoidal). Fantasy World Dizzy, Oliver Gemini, 1989Illusion DepthIt is important to understand that even pure 2D games are trying to represent a real, 3D world (if we're talking some abstract/tincture games). Although we discard the third dimension, we still communicate depth in
several ways. The overlapOne simple signal that things have different coordinates q overlap. We're used to seeing closer things ahead, covering things further in the back. zelda II: Adventure Link, Nintendo, 1987 There's no doubt that the link is in front of these steps. For things that don't intersect, it can go either way. Torches closer than sleeping zelda? Are the columns aligned in
the line? We'll never know. One thing to be careful about is that the two objects touch each other. This makes the scene look particularly flat because we assume they touch in 3D as well (this is the most common reason why they would be aligned in our opinion). The general rule is to avoid such ambiguous compositions and fix it by clicking object closer together to enhance the
depth -- if they actually need to be touching. Don't forget that you can put things in front of the main character as well. The flashback game, though not entirely in Uses the overlap with great advantage, placing some of the landscapes in front and some behind the character's motion plane. Flashback, Delphine software, 1992One more things you may notice in the screenshot above
as things futher away lose saturation and disappear to blue the more far away they are. In art, we call this atmospheric or aerial perspective (although technically it has nothing to do with forward-looking projection - the promising part simply describes that it is used to convey depth, distinguishing the background from the foreground). The atmospheric perspective arises because
air and other particles scatter (diffuse) light as light passes through them. The more air between the viewer and the object, the greater the scattering and loss of contrast. Rastan, Taito, 1987Form scattering, which we observe daily, is The Rastay Reilly. It scatters shorter wavelengths more strongly (purple and blue light) than longer (yellow and red). This makes the sky blue as we
get bombarded with blue parts of the sunlight from all sides. You may not think of it that way, but when you look at the sky, you are actually looking at the sun-blue parts of the sunlight that have taken the curveball to reach your eyes. The further, the more air (atmosphere) separates you and the object, allowing more sky color to dissipate from the surrounding corners. Fog works
on a similar principle, except that it is caused by water particles instead of oxygen and nitrogen. Drops in fog and clouds are much larger than air molecules (about 10-15 microns compared to 0.4 nm), so instead of scattering Reilly we get not selective scattering, which affects all colors equally and disappears things in general. Wet jungles are a good candidate for this. Flashback,
Delphine Software, 1992A artists we can easily go beyond realism and pronounce this effect to make our scenes more readable. See how the background railing in the bottom right corner of the screenshot uses discoloration and lack of detail to achieve this? The two railings are so close together that you need some crazy thick fog to have such a difference in real life. The artist
decided that it was more important to make it clear that behind than blindly follow realism. Keep in mind that what we learn in this section applies to other predictions as well. By placing overlapping objects in our composition, we clearly communicate the depth of the scene in any projection. It's the same with an atmospheric perspective. F1 ROC: Race of Champions, SETA
Corporation, 1992 (left), Michael Andretti Indy Car Challenge, Blue Planet Software, 1994 (right) It may not be the most common thing in old racing games, but disappears the racetrack at a distance comes from the same reasoning . LightingAtmospheric perspective is not the only thing that changes the power at a distance. All the light sources disappear through their reach, and
they do it back with a square In the absence of other light sources, the object will be twice as big as a quarter less light. Wax figures, horror horror 1992Th we see it mainly in dungeon scanners in a one-point viewpoint, the same principle can be applied to a lateral point of view. If the scene is illuminated by torches, objects far away, including in the deep dimension, should appear
darker. Our lighting installation and composition can be much more complex, with different values at different distances. Grassland Disagreements, Weston Tracy, 2016 (for the game of rift) See how the grass at the very bottom of the screenshot (full foreground) black, medium plan with symbols of light, the grass behind them again dark as it disappears into the shadows, and the
hills in full background are the brightest. This makes for a very enjoyable composition with characters that clearly stand out. Two obvious options for good contrast should have a darker background with a lighter foreground ... Super Castlevania IV, Konami, 1991... or vice versa, with dark objects close to the camera and a light background shining to the end. The latter has become
a popular aesthetic in modern games. Frogatto - Friends, Frogatto Team, 2012 (work in the process)Overloop, also known as Infinity Inc., George Kobyakov, 2017 (work in the process) It is also popular to darken the interior parts of the architecture, since they have not seen any light at all - a technique that, despite being very logical, barely seen in old games. BUNKER as well as
the company, Yes I Do, 2016 (work continues)The trade-off between the old and the new is to disappear the lighting at the bottom of the platform. Chasm, Bit Kid, 2016 (work in the process)Dead Cells, Motion Twin, 2017 (work continues)If we go back to the previous century, Sonic gives us another example of how lighting affects the shadow. Sonic Hedgehog, Sonic Team,
1991Not as the lower part of the loop that goes behind the front is darker. It works well to communicate depth, but also has basic physical reasoning. To get out of the loop to end up in the background, the road should curve a bit. This means that the lower left part of the loop is not parallel to the screen, but slightly corner. In particular, it turned a little away from the light source,
thus appearing darker. By the way, unlike the reverse square law for the fall of light, the mathematics behind shading surfaces at different angles is the sinus function of the angle at which light hits the surface (usually expressed as a coskin of the angle between a beam of light and a normal surface, as well as the law of Lambert's cos). ShadowsConnected to lighting is the use of
shadows to imply depth. If we have a light source with beams coming from front to back, objects in the foreground cast shadows on the back walls. Batman: Movie, Ocean Software, 1989Thy is not super contrast, you can see the shadow of the stairs two blocks of tiles on the right. Grey bricks and pipes are also darker under the platforms. Notice how there is a shift where the
shadow passes the pipe. The pipes are closer to the viewer than the back wall and therefore smaller in the shade. shadows also curve down like a pipe pipe to the wall because of their circular shape. Terminator 2: Judgment Day (SNES), Midway, 1993Lighting's Terminator works on the same principle, except for rays at an angle of 2 tiles down-1 across, rather than 45 degrees.
Gods, Brothers Bitmap, 1991Me as in the walls gods cast a shadow width of 16 px, while the staircase has only 2 dark pixels on the under and right side. This means that the stairs are flush with the wall, unlike the example of Batman, where the staircase went in front of the platform. The distance from the object to its shadow implies how far away it is from the back surface. An
interesting feature of multi-view projections is that for directed light sources, the shadow has the same shape as the object, casting it if we neglect the object's own depth (volume). For fairly thin objects it is a good approximation, for others it is deceptive because the shadow implies that they are flat. Pretty few examples that we've seen so far use another trick to imply depth: the
backgrounds are drawn on a smaller scale. This is technically a hoax if we say proper multi-view predictions, because the scale should be uniform regardless of depth. Deception makes them fall under my beautifully named Frankenstein projections. It's an effective trick though. When we view the world through our eyes, objects further become smaller because of perspective.
Most side-view games use this principle to imply depth. Mad TV, Rainbow Arts, 1991 Buildings in the background are much smaller than the main tower. It's the same with the clouds in Mario.Super Mario Bros., Nintendo, 1985If it was the right side view, these clouds will be only a few meters long. Our minds rather interpret they are small because they are far away. ParallaxUnlike
with Super Bros, where the clouds move along with the rest of the scene, the ultimate illusion of depth is to move the background layers more slowly than in the foreground. Demolition Man, Acclaim Entertainment, 1994This technique, known as parallax, was an important step forward towards a real perspective. While each of the layers is still 2D planes, the correct slowdown
factors can produce geometrically correct results (unlike the above example, where they couldn't afford more than two layers and so far the city skyline moves along with more cramped buildings). However, no matter how many layers we may have with modern technology, it's hard to lose the feeling of being in a cardboard theater. Kingdom: Classic a.k. Kingdom, Noyo and
Lycoris, 2015 (left), Gambit of Death, White Rabbit, 2014 (work continues, right)Starr Mazer: DSP, Imagos Softworks - Pixeljam, 2016 (left), Boss 101, Donley Time Foundation, 2017 (right) Heart Forth, Alicia, Alonso Martin, 2014 (work in the process)Fall of the Exiles, 2015 (left), Into The Rift - City Reveal, 2017 (right), Tracy Weston Some of them go away with it more
convincingly than others. Do-it-yourself multiviewLet in close to the process examples for drawing and coding. DrawingIn 2016 I designed a mini mini for people who want to get started with sketches in nature. He used the drawing toward view, so people don't have to worry about the perspective. Sketch5 (textbook excerpt), Matej Yang, 2016Ys can start with my average article
about it if you want to give it a try. The whole process looks like this: Bisma Pool (timelapse), Matej Jan, 2016Side kind of simple, because things that are vertical and horizontal in real life just turn into vertical and horizontal lines on paper. The rest of the volumes simplify, as explained in the Properties section. It's relatively easy to move on from real life... The Palace of Fine Arts,
San Francisco, California, Tony the King of Hearts (photo via Wikimedia Commons), 2014... To the sketch. The Palace of Fine Arts, Matej Yang, 2016 And there's no reason why you shouldn't do the same with pixel art. The Palace of Fine Arts (pixel art version of timelapse), Matej Yang, 2017It really isn't that hard. The dome is part of a circle, columns of rectangles, pines begin as
triangles ... The predictions we'll talk about next time will only be more complicated, so the side view is a great place to start. Gaming enginesMost gaming engines will have a way to draw things directly into 2D, so you don't have to worry about predictions at all. But if you ever find yourself trying to make 3D scenes in a top-down or side view, you should look for a retographic
camera. Here's an example of Unity, but you should be able to find similar options in your 3D engine of choice: In code, this is done by installing a retographic projection matrix. In Unity, we have the Matrix4x4.Ortho method for this purpose: Or if you want to build a matrix manually: let's try it on a more complex scene. Assets from Bomboholik, Tomasz zagar (model) and Boris
Vigek (textures), 2002 As above rotates with a common anthology projection. To get one of the multi-view projection you have to rotate the camera exactly at 90 degrees (zero is also good). Here are examples for the top and side view: Please note that we have to unsalt the camera from the center of the stage. From the default clipping planes to 1 and 1000, 500 units of scene
space shift right in the middle of our view frustum. View from above. A side view with an added atmospheric perspective. I don't use proper pixel art textures, but if I did I could make one pixel texture match with a single pixel render. This would allow me to use the Unity 3D engine with all its whimsical lighting and physics to make a seemingly 2D pixel art scene. For more
information on such approaches read my article Pixels and voxels, a long answer. Pay special attention to Pathway; It uses 3/4 of the top-down axonometric projection, but the same can be applied to lateral or upper vision. Pathway, 2016 (work in the process)Understanding the rules of multi-review forecasts alone will not make you the best artist in the world. It's a great place to
start and by gaining that knowledge you'll be able to create a very accurate lineart for the 6 primary primary (You will, in fact, learn to draw drawings). It doesn't say much about light and color though. Moving from contours to precise shading will require understanding how light works in 3D. Before we can study this, though, it will be helpful to learn how to draw with all three
dimensions in the first place. There is a long but decent way ahead. Lotus: The final challenge, Magnetic Fields, 1992Y honestly thought I'd write 5-10 minutes to read, but alas, I can't do short things anymore. I hope it was worth the effort and you enjoyed the extra content I put in in besides another shout to Super Adventures in games to provide almost all the screenshots of the
old games. Next time we go to my favorite theme, axonometric predictions, including a fan-favorite isometric look. Until then, happy pixels!-RetroMore Retronator on: Patreon, Tumblr, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, InstagramThis article has been brought to you by patrons including Ruben Thyssen, zinapses, Magnus Adamsson, Jeff Chang, ... (dot point), CarbonBond, and Robert
Pande Kapfenberger. Capfenberger. orthographic projection solved examples ppt. orthographic projection solved examples. orthographic projection solved examples pdf. sectional orthographic projection solved examples
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